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INTRODUCTION

The 2014 Commonwealth Games, hosted in Glasgow, 
was the largest sporting event ever held in Scotland, 
with athletes attending from a total of 71 nations. 

Large-scale international sporting events 
are global spectacles exhibiting sporting 
excellence, but also off er an opportunity 
for host countries to showcase political 
and social identity and provide a catalyst 
for economic development and physical 
regeneration. At the same time, threats 
to security at international mega-events 
like the Olympics, FIFA World Cup and 
Commonwealth Games, are real and 
serious issues. Such events have 
increasingly become identifi ed as key 
sites for terrorist attack, public disorder 
and political disruption, and security 
has become a defi ning feature in bid 
preparation, planning and the delivery 
of such events. 

Preparation for securing events usually 
take place over a long period, and involve 
strategic and operational planning, risk 
calculation and expensive contingency 
planning to try to ensure maximum 
security and minimum disruption of the 
sporting agenda (i). The wide range of 
global, national and local security risks, 
combined with the importance of ‘host’ 
cities or countries in providing a safe 
and secure environment for the event 
and, increasingly, as a means of realising 
ambitions of economic, social and 
physical transformations, means that 
security is an important legacy feature 
of mega-events. The process of planning 
and preparation provides a form of 
institutional ‘memory bank’ or basis for 
the sharing of knowledge and experience 
on how best to plan and conduct 
security at subsequent large-scale events. 
Mega-events therefore constitute 
valuable case studies, providing a lens 
through which questions of planning, 
governance, accountability as well as 

risk identifi cation, risk assessment, and 
the use of preventive interventions in 
conspicuously high profi le settings can 
be viewed. 
 
The XX Commonwealth Games, hosted 
in Glasgow in 2014 (“G2014”), was the 
largest sporting event ever held in 
Scotland, with athletes attending from 
a total of 71 nations to compete in 
17 events. The safety and security of 
athletes, delegates, offi  cials and 
spectators was of critical importance 
to the success of the Games, and for 
establishing the reputation of Glasgow 
as a city that was capable of successfully 
hosting a global mega-event. 
The security challenges presented 
by G2014 were signifi cant and must be 
understood against a background of 
recent and historically unprecedented 
police reform in Scotland (in 2013) and 
the parallel requirements to provide 
security to both the international golf 
tournament Ryder Cup at Gleneagles, 
and the Scottish independence 
referendum (both 2014).

G2014 presented a unique opportunity 
to study the cultures and practices of 
security of a ‘small’ nation hosting an 
international sporting mega-event. 
This document contains fi ndings from 
a research study conducted on the 
security planning processes and systems 
of security governance in relation to 
G2014. The study included a review 
of relevant international research and 
literature, particularly focusing on 
security planning arrangements for 
major events. It also entailed attendance 
and observation at G2014 security 
planning meetings, and refl ect insights 

gained from participation at these 
meetings, and from interviews with key 
G2014 stakeholders and individuals 
from a range of organisations with 
professional responsibilities in relation 
to the planning of security operations. 

The research documented a set of 
challenges experienced by those 
responsible for ensuring the safety and 
security of athletes, offi  cials, spectators 
and visitors (ii). Importantly, this research 
also uncovered the ways in which these 
challenges were addressed, and in doing 
so provides a series of key learning 
points in relation to tactical and 
strategic elements of security planning 
and delivery that are potentially useful 
to those future host cities involved in 
planning for sporting mega-events.

G2014 
CHALLENGES 
AND 
LEARNING 
POINTS

The key challenges and key learning 
points of G2014 in relation to strategic 
and tactical elements of security can 
be usefully grouped into the following 
areas:

1. A ‘mixed-economy’ approach 
to security provision

2. Governance structures
3. Ensuring a shared vision
4. The importance of fl exibility 
5. Learning from elsewhere 
6. Delivering a global event in 

a local context 
7. Risk identifi cation and risk 

management
8. Testing and ‘exercising’ security
9. Communications
10. Security legacies and 

avoidance of ‘security creep’ 

Exploring each of these areas in turn, 
this document off ers an insight into 
how contemporary major international 
sporting mega-events have become 
increasingly linked to security concerns, 
even within ostensibly ‘small’ nations. 
This document also presents the ways 
in which the provision of security for 
mega-events can adopt and adapt 
the practices of previous mega-events 
elsewhere, and tailor a security 
response that is appropriate to the 
local context.
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1 A ‘MIXEDECONOMY’ 
APPROACH TO SECURITY 
PROVISION

Security for sporting mega-events is increasingly provided by 
partnerships that straddle the public, voluntary and private sectors. 

Challenge 
The number, range and diversity of 
state and non-state security ‘actors’ 
and providers involved in the 
provision of security for large–scale 
events place considerable challenges 
for planning, coordination, 
management, and delivery of 
security.

Learning point
An integrated ‘mixed-economy’ 
approach to security provision with 
a clear governance structure and 
division of responsibilities amongst 
all actors and agencies involved.

Security for sporting mega-events is 
increasingly provided by partnerships 
that straddle the public, voluntary 
and private sectors. The Scottish 
Government, Glasgow City Council, 
Glasgow 2014 Organising Committee, 
and Commonwealth Games Scotland 
were four strategic partners for G2014 
with responsibility for planning overall 
governance, risk management, fi nancial 
management and programme 
management arrangements. The fi rst 
three bodies were also the main delivery 
partners for G2014 and together formed 
the bureaucratic context supporting 
the broader landscape of multi-level 
public-private partnerships involved in 
planning, implementation and delivery, 
which were largely organised through 
joint working groups at operational 
level. Overall responsibility for the 
security arrangements for G2014 lay 

with the Scottish Government. The 
Scottish Government delegated primary 
responsibility for the management and 
delivery of the entire security operation 
for the Games to the Chief Constable, the 
most senior police offi  cer in Scotland. 
The responsibilities of the Chief Constable 
incorporated the provision of both 
regular (state) policing and private 
security. The police were thus situated 
as a central node for coordination, 
communication and control, with 
responsibilities for both ‘steering’ and 
‘rowing’ within this arrangement (iii). 

A key challenge of this approach was 
the extent to which the police in 
Scotland could successfully navigate 
a complex security landscape, which 
required both an understanding of the 
constellation of existing and emerging 
risks and threats, and an ability to 
coordinate and mobilise the diverse 
range of security actors necessary to 
control, mitigate and respond to any 
security challenges. 

Furthermore, global mega-events 
require and encapsulate close forms of 
cooperation at international, national, 
regional and local levels. They involve a 
wide-range of state and non-state actors 
in planning and coordination, 
management, training, and the 
mobilisation of security, in addition to 
the sharing of intelligence. Those with 
responsibility for the planning and 
provision of security at a national/
local level are required to navigate an 

international landscape and establish 
mechanisms for working. It is imperative 
to recognise the potential number and 
heterogeneity of actors in this landscape 
– even within specifi c agencies – and 
the challenges that such a complex 
network of public and private agencies 
can bring. 

The police in Scotland responded to 
these challenge by developing an 
integrated ‘mixed-economy’ 
approach to security provision 
– incorporating a wide-range of part-
ners in the public and private sectors – 
with a clear governance structure and 
division of responsibilities amongst 
all actors and agencies involved. 
The police established an overarching 
security programme to manage the 
extensive security planning required, 
not least the formation and oversight 
of multiple working partnerships with 
key partners (such as fi re and rescue and 
ambulance services, transport police, 
specialist police agencies responsible 
for disrupting and dismantling serious 
organised crime, and private security 
organisations).

Given the budgetary limitations and 
global social and political conditions 
that undoubtedly face any European 
nation seeking to host a sporting mega-
event it seems likely that such candidates 
would adopt a ‘mixed-economy partner-
ship approach’ to security that resembles 
that undertaken by Glasgow. Such a 
model is likely to provide the most 

cost-eff ective and politically acceptable 
solution for the provision of security 
at such events. However, the ultimate 
success of any such model depends 
upon an eff ective police service that 
is organisationally able, and culturally 
willing, to work in close partnership with 
counterparts in the public, private and 
third sectors.

Whilst the scale of the challenge of 
hosting a mega-event of the size and 
profi le of G2014 was unprecedented in 
Scotland, the actual processes of working 
in partnership with other agencies and 
services are fi rmly embedded in the 
practices and policies of the Scottish 
police service. Organisationally, Scottish 
police have embraced the importance 
of working in partnership with colleagues 
and partners in the public, private and 
third sectors, and with local communities 
within a community planning framework 
to deliver security. Culturally, the police 
service provides a disciplined, goal-
oriented organisation that is well-suited 
to delivering security solutions in 
challenging circumstances. The police 
had the capacity and capability to 
coordinate and mobilise the diverse 
range of security actors involved in the 
provision of security for G2014.
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2 APPROPRIATE GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURES

Good governance can protect against poor 
decisions and exposure to dangerous risks, 
particularly when multiple agencies 
are involved. 

Challenge
‘Mixed–economy’ approach to 
security involves diverse range of 
actors and agencies, potential for 
fragmentation is high.

Learning points
• Early establishment of robust, 

yet fl exible, governance structures 
to provide oversight and co-ordi-
nation, as well as accountability 
for decision-making

• A decision-making hierarchy, 
ensuring clear (and linked) 
decision-making processes for 
strategic planning, managerial 
control and operational control 

• Negotiated management – an 
approach guided and informed 
by the principles of negotiated 
management, incorporating 
negotiation, consensus and 
interaction.

 

Robust governance structures are vital in 
understanding and managing 
relationships between the diverse range 
of ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ actors involved 
in a mixed-economy model (including 
both public and private sectors, formal 
law enforcement and associated 
statutory agencies, as well as private 
security providers, and communities). 
Good governance can protect against 
poor decisions and exposure to 
dangerous risks, particularly when 
multiple agencies are involved. 
The structures for achieving good 
governance are also important in 
ensuring that legislative responsibilities 
are met, and for promoting confi dence 
and supporting decision-making. 

Soon after the award of the successful 
bid, a multi-agency G2014 Security 
Directorate was formed comprised 
of the major contributing partners to 
security delivery, and chaired by a 
designated ‘security director’ to oversee 
and coordinate the security programme. 

The Security Directorate was given 
responsibility for defi ning the scope, 
resource requirements, dependencies, 
constraints, enablers and set tactics for 
delivering the security programme, with 
direct responsibility for the coordination 
of tactical and operational inputs to 
G2014 security including the role of 
private security. It also had a remit to 
ensure that the security programme 
progressed in line with the milestones, 
objectives and planning phases. 
The police role in the mixed-economy 
approach – across all levels of 
governance and responsibility 
– is presented in the diagram opposite.
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Figure 1: Governance and responsibility within a mixed-economy system
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Police leadership within an integrated 
mixed-economy approach – as a central 
and controlling node – provides a 
strategic element of the G2014 approach 
that could be adapted to develop a 
model for security provision at future 
mega-sporting events. The challenge of 
this approach was the extent to which 
the police could successfully navigate 
a complex security landscape, which 
required both an understanding of 
the constellation of existing and 
emerging risks and threats, and an 
ability to coordinate and mobilise 
the diverse range of security actors 
necessary to control, mitigate and 
respond to any security challenges. 

The idea of a ‘Scottish approach’ to 
policing embodies a range of attributes 
including being diff erent to ‘other’ 
approaches and which is rooted in 
notions of openness, egalitarianism, 
democracy, allowing for dissent, 
dialogue and community interaction. 
This was refl ected in the police approach 
to the G2014 arrangements, which was 
guided and informed by principles of 
negotiated management, and 
incorporated negotiation, consensus 
and interaction between partners.

Over the period of planning and 
preparation, the broader political and 
bureaucratic context within which the 
planning for G2014 took place shifted 
in signifi cant ways. Most notably, given 
the police responsibility for security 
oversight, Scotland’s police underwent 
a rapid period of reform, moving from 
eight regional forces to one national 
police service. 

This reconfi guration of the governance 
and delivery of police services occurred 
concurrently with G2014 security 
planning and preparation and provided 
an important backdrop, The resultant 
combination of enhanced centralisation 
with a new localism brought with it 
risks of serious tensions between the 
national and local levels, and the G2014 
governance structures were tested, 
and found viable. Key here were the 
elements of structural robustness, 
in terms of the basic architecture and 
underlying principles informing the 
governance arrangements, and an 
ability to adapt and realign where 
necessary to allow Games security 
planning ‘business as usual’ during a 
period of immense change. Planning for 
large scale events spans several years, 
robust structures mitigate the loss of 
‘institutional memory’ when key 
individual actors move, or agencies 
change, or the broader landscape shifts.

Return to contents           Next section   
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3 ENSURING A SHARED 
VISION

A foremost requirement for cities or countries hosting 
mega-events is that they possess the necessary 
infrastructure to guarantee ‘total security’, discreetly 
but effi  ciently, and in order to provide a safe 
environment in which the event can take place.

Challenge
Organisational boundaries (both 
within and between agencies) 
hinder development of a common 
security vision and approach.

Learning points
• Adoption of a shared vision and 

development of a culture of 
collaboration between all 
partners, as well as a clear 
framework for each security 
function 

• Robust command and control 
structure.

A foremost requirement for cities or 
countries hosting mega-events is that 
they possess the necessary infrastructure 
to guarantee ‘total security’, discreetly 
but effi  ciently, and in order to provide 
a safe environment in which the event 
can take place. The security planning for 
G2014, including risk assessment and 
securitisation, began immediately after 
the announcement that Glasgow had 
been successful in their bid to be the 
host city. However, the creation of a 
common objective and the adoption 
of a shared set of values were agreed 
even before the Games were awarded 
to Glasgow. The bid documentation for 
G2014 provided a clear vision of security 
provision for the Commonwealth 
Games: Scotland was conceptualised 
as a safe country with the capability to 
provide discreet security, drawing upon 

past experience in hosting major events 
and through a robust command and 
control structure.

The G2014 vision for ‘a safe, secure and 
peaceful’ Games was developed with the 
purported aim of ensuring that G2014 
was fundamentally a mega-sporting, 
rather than a mega-security event. 
There was a clear risk that within the 
mixed-economy approach to security 
provision – with its multiple actors 
from state, public, and private sectors, 
as well as local communities – that 
holistic thinking would be mitigated by 
organisational boundaries and the lack 
of a common language or approach. 
This risk was reduced by the adoption 
of a normative framework and a culture 
of collaboration between all partners, 
with a clear framework for each security 
function based on a shared vision of 
what is meant by security in relation to 
G2014, and a clear understanding of the 
respective roles and remit role and remit 
of security providers.

Thinking holistically – adopting a 
perspective that recognises and 
appreciates the large-scale 
interdependencies and patterns 
within a system – was integral to the 
success of the mixed-economy model 
for security provision at G2014. 
This holistic approach was closely 
aligned with the requirement for 
eff ective strategic governance. Whilst at 
the tactical and operational levels the 

relevant actors had responsibility for 
driving projects forward, at the strategic 
level there was an appreciation of the 
‘bigger picture’ and the links to other 
fi elds (political, sporting, international) 
that were integral to the success of the 
Games.
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4 THE IMPORTANCE 
OF FLEXIBILITY

The concept of fl exibility was integral to the successful 
delivery of both strategic and tactical elements of 
security for G2014.

Challenge
Planning and preparation for global 
mega-events spans several years, 
during which time changes are likely 
to occur in the local environment, 
with potential for disruption in 
planning processes.

Learning points
• Develop adaptive capacity 

– all security providers must be 
able to adapt their roles quickly, 
particularly in recognition of 
changing risks 

• Develop fl exible and innovative 
thinking and practices.

The concept of fl exibility was integral 
to the successful delivery of both 
strategic and tactical elements of 
security for G2014. Flexibility is 
important to planning for and providing 
security at a mega-event due to 
uncertainties arising from the 
environment beyond the control of 
those within the security fi eld.

Flexibility, incorporating the capacity 
to adapt quickly and appropriately to 
changing conditions, although primarily 
located within the police service, was 
shared to greater or lesser extents by all 
security providers, who demonstrated 
an ability to adapt their roles quickly, 
particularly in recognition of changing 
risks. Flexibility was apparent at all levels 
of governance and accountability in 
the G2014 security endeavour: from 
strategic to operational. At the strategic 
level fl exibility involved the capability 
to identify signifi cant changes in the 
external environment, and to rapidly 

commit resources to new courses of 
action in response to those changes. 
Operationally, the security provision for 
G2014 benefi tted extensively from the 
centrality of the police as a key actor 
within the mixed-economy model. Both 
organisationally and culturally, and as 
an agency of the last-resort, the police 
service has an ability to draw upon 
resources – including personnel – 
at short notice and with an expansive 
remit. This operational fl exibility was 
essential to the provision of appropriate 
security at events and venues across the 
country, drawing upon resources from a 
similarly wide geographic range.

Return to contents           Next section   
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5 DELIVERING A GLOBAL 
EVENT IN A LOCAL 
CONTEXT

The specifi c social, economic and political conditions 
existing in host countries provide an important context 
in which international mega-events are bid for, planned and 
hosted. These conditions are also important in shaping 
the ‘style’ of the mega-event, and in particular the approach 
taken to security planning. 

Challenge
Whilst the sources of contemporary 
threats and insecurities in relation 
to mega-events are often concep-
tualised in transnational and global 
terms, it falls on structures and 
agencies at regional and local levels 
to respond.

Learning point
Plan, design and implement security 
provision with an awareness of, and 
sensitivity towards, the local political, 
social and cultural contexts within 
which domestic crime control takes 
place

The specifi c social, economic and 
political conditions existing in host 
countries provide an important context 
in which international mega-events 
are bid for, planned and hosted. These 
conditions are also important in shaping 
the ‘style’ of the mega-event, and in 
particular the approach taken to security 
planning. Whilst the sources of 
contemporary threats and insecurities 
in relation to mega-events are often 
conceptualised in transnational and 
global terms, it falls on structures and 
agencies at regional and local levels 
to respond. A key learning point from 

G2014 was that the security provision 
was designed and implemented with 
an awareness of, and sensitivity towards, 
the local political, social and cultural 
contexts. 

In the globalised context of securing 
high profi le events, policing practices 
are in fact heavily contingent on a 
range of local specifi cities. An important 
feature of the planning and execution 
of the G2014 security response was 
the extent to which it drew upon, and 
sought to communicate to the world, 
a uniquely ‘Scottish’ approach. Policing in 
Scotland has historically been regarded 
as distinct from policing even elsewhere 
in the UK, adopting a consensual, 
community-based approach to crime 
prevention.

Crucially, the distinctive ‘Scottish 
approach’ to policing – rooted in notions 
of openness, egalitarianism, democracy, 
with space for dissent, dialogue and 
community interaction (iv) – was also 
evident in the self-identities of the 
leading security actors (predominantly 
police offi  cers) in the mixed-economy 
approach to the provision of security for 
G2014. Senior police offi  cers sought to 
deliver on the idea that G2014 should 
be the ‘friendly games’, and devised 

security strategic and approaches that 
resonated with this approach: delivering 
reassurance to the public, partners and 
politicians, whilst ensuring that strategy 
and tactics remained sensitive to local 
concerns and spirit of the Games. 

The design of security provision for 
G2014 also recognised that crowds 
can be managed more eff ectively 
when the police and other security 
providers focus on enabling lawful 
behaviour – such as peaceful protest 
– rather than merely trying to control 
criminal behaviour through coercive 
force. Confl ict can be prevented by 
adopting a cooperative approach and 
communicating with dissenting voices 
in a constructive manner, and the 
Scottish police service has good 
experience in the proportionate policing 
of public order. This approach – based 
on ideas of dialogue, negotiation and 
facilitation as well as legitimate and 
proportionate police activity – resonates 
with the respect for human rights that 
is enshrined in the Code of Ethics of 
policing in Scotland.
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6 LEARNING FROM 
ELSEWHERE

The XX Commonwealth Games were awarded to Glasgow in 2007, 
allowing Glasgow to benefi t from the planning and implementation 
of security for a series of international sporting mega-events, 
including a sequence of summer and winter Olympics, in London 
and Sochi respectively, and the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa. 

Challenge
Achieving early and eff ective 
learning from mega-events 
elsewhere in order to eff ectively 
plan for security provision at the 
earliest opportunity.

Learning point
A clear vision for security provision 
for the XX Commonwealth Games 
allowed the discerning adoption 
and adaptation of practices form 
previous mega-events.

A foremost requirement for cities or 
countries hosting mega-events is that 
they possess the necessary infrastructure 
to guarantee ‘total security’, discreetly 
but effi  ciently, and in order to provide 
a safe environment in which the event 
can take place. The security planning 
for G2014 began immediately after the 
announcement that Glasgow had been 
successful in their bid to be the host 
city, a full seven years before the event. 
However, the creation of a common 
objective and the adoption of a 
normative framework were agreed 
even before the Games were awarded 
to Glasgow. The bid documentation 

The inability of G4S to fulfi l its 
contractual obligations on the 
delivery of security personnel resulted 
in the requirement to deploy an extra 
4,700 military and police personnel. 
This development incurred signifi cant 
costs to the public purse, including 
in Scotland where the police service 
was required to provide extra securi-
ty to the Olympic football 
at Hampden Park.

Learning the lessons from the 
London 2012 Olympics, G2014 
split the private security tender 
for 2014 into multiple contracts to 
spread the risk. Ultimately, a total of 
17 companies were contracted 
to deliver security and stewarding 
services to G2014, operating 
under the integrated, multi-agency 
conditions of the mixed-economy 
approach to security provision.

An important learning point of the 
G2014 experience, therefore, was 
the provision of built-in contingency 
for security provision, avoiding the 
total dependency on one partner/
organisation in the event of failure to 
deliver on contractual commitments.

for G2014 submitted in 2006 provided 
a clear vision of security provision for 
the Games: Scotland was positioned 
as a small, but safe country with the 
competence and capability to provide 
discreet security, drawing upon its past 
experience in hosting major events and 
through a robust command and control 
structure.

Early planning was also vital to 
maximising the benefi ts of 
international cooperation with 
and learning from the hosts of previous 
mega-events. The Games were awarded 
to Glasgow in 2007, allowing Glasgow 
to benefi t from the planning and 
implementation of security for a series 
of international sporting mega-events, 
including a sequence of summer and 
winter Olympics, in London and Sochi 
respectively, and the 2010 FIFA World 
Cup in South Africa. 

One of the most important experiences 
in this regard was the lessons learned 
from observing the London 2012 
Olympic Games.

Learning from the experiences of South 
Africa’s hosting of the FIFA World Cup, 
all security staff  working at G2014 were 
required to have Security Industry 
Authority (SIA) accreditation. Stewards 
were required to have either two of 
the available industry standards (SVQ2 
/ NVQ2) or AUSSE or an agreed level of 
competency. The accreditation process, 
run jointly by Police Scotland and 
the Home Offi  ce, was both rigorous 
and more stringent than the industry 
baseline. Anyone deployed in security 
and stewarding roles during G2014 was 
required to have gone through that 
accreditation process. The continual 
monitoring of all suppliers in the lead 
up to and during the event was 
considered essential to ensure that 
contractual obligations were being met 
at all times. The vetting process was 
also designed to inhibit the potential 
involvement of serious and organised 
crime groups seeking to capitalise 
upon the economic benefi ts of G2014.

Offi  cers visiting London 2012 also 
noted learning points to factor into 
intelligence cell planning, which further 
reduced the risk from serious organised 
crime, terrorism and public order. 

Case note: learning from the 
London 2012 Olympic Games

Diff erent private security 
arrangements carry diff erent risks, 
as emerged in London during the 
preparations for the 2012 Olympic 
Games. There was an over-reliance 
on a single provider for the provision 
of private security. By selecting 
Group 4 Security (G4S) as the offi  cial 
“security services provider” for the 
Olympic Games, the organising 
committee inadvertently established 
a single point of failure in the model 
for security provision. Having 
underestimated the requirement 
and cost for security personnel the 
organising committee announced 
a renegotiation of the G4S contract. 
G4S would now be responsible for 
the delivery of 10,400, an increase of 
420% over the original estimate 
of 2,000. The subsequent failure to 
deliver these security personnel 
resulted in political embarrassment 
to the UK Government and the 
organising committee, as well as 
large-scale reputational and 
economic damage to G4S.

Additionally, observations of the London 
2012 experience also facilitated a 
comprehensive understanding of 
risk assessment, particularly as it relates 
to the physical security requirements 
of competition and non-competition 
venues. Refl ecting developments in 
environmental criminology, the Scottish 
police service has been committed to 
training and retaining a cadre of 
offi  cers and staff  with expertise in the 
principles of Crime Prevention through 
Environmental Design (CPTED).

This commitment is particularly evident 
in the role of Architectural Liaison 
Offi  cers (ALOs) in the police service, 
many of whom were involved in the 
design and planning processes for key 
games venues. Beyond this, a number of 
security actors within the mixed-economy
model – including police and community 
and safety services – were involved 
in the risk assessment processes for 
venues, for example around issues of 
closed-circuit television and perimeter 
fencing.
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7 RISK IDENTIFICATION 
AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

Mega-events provide an opportunity to understand elaborate security 
risk management strategies. The complex mixture of agencies and 
providers in the governance of security each with their own mentalities 
and rationalities of how and what to govern raises the issue of risk and 
how risk is assessed. 

Challenge
Risk identifi cation and risk 
management take on a new 
signifi cance under the international 
attention and political scrutiny of a 
sporting mega-event, as under 
these conditions risks become 
reputational.

Learning points
• Comprehensive identifi cation 

of risk to a mega-event requires 
both experiential knowledge 
and creativity, and thus benefi ts 
from the inclusion of the widest 
possible array of actors in this 
process

• Pooling of resources and the 
sharing of intelligence products 
between relevant actors, in order 
to fully identify potential threats, 
risks, emerging issues and 
opportunities

• Procedures of regular review 
and appraisal of ‘families’ of risk; 
review with increasing frequency 

• Constant interaction between 
the risk areas, looking at 
issues, threats, resources and 
contingency measures.

Mega-events provide an opportunity 
to understand elaborate security risk 
management strategies. The complex 
mixture of agencies and providers in 
the governance of security each with 
their own mentalities and rationalities 
of how and what to govern raises the 
issue of risk and how risk is assessed. 
Thus, it is important to understand 
what is meant by risk and how it is 
conceptualised and understood by 
various partners involved in security 
planning and how this ultimately shapes 
security arrangements and subsequent 
governance arrangements. Mega-events 
provide an opportunity to understand 
the complex processes of identifi cation 
of risk by security actors and the 
management strategies that are 
developed in response to these risks. 
A key learning point from the research 
conducted on the G2014 security 
operation was that risk identifi cation and 
risk management – processes that are 
unique, but inter-linked and overlapping 
in important ways – take on a new 
signifi cance under the international 
attention and political scrutiny of a 
sporting mega-event. Importantly, 
under these conditions risks become 
reputational, wherein even the most 

banal or routine of incidents – if not 
dealt with effi  ciently and eff ectively – 
has the potential to cause international 
embarrassment and damage to the 
status of individual agencies and the 
host nation. 

The G2014 experience highlighted 
how the processes of risk identifi cation 
must be undertaken at the earliest 
opportunity, and how they benefi t 
from the inclusion of the widest possible 
array of actors. The comprehensive 
identifi cation of risk to a mega-event 
requires both experiential knowledge 
(‘been there, done that’) and creativity 
(‘blue sky thinking’). The mixed-economy 
approach is benefi cial in this regard, 
to the extent that relevant actors from 
multiple agencies are included in the 
process. Limiting the risk identifi cation 
process to one organisation, or group 
of security actors, will increase the 
probability that certain risks may be 
overlooked. This in itself presents a 
challenge to security planning because 
once risks are identifi ed and agreed 
upon the risk mitigation process can, 
through bureaucratisation, reify these 
risks (to the exclusion of others).

10
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Case note: the co-construction 
of risk

Contributions to risk identifi cation 
for G2014 were not limited to actors 
within Scotland. Expertise from other 
agencies within the UK, especially 
through the assessments made by 
the UK Joint Terrorism Analysis 
Centre (JTAC), were vital to 
identifying, and legitimising, 
risks relevant to G2014. 

Although relatively new, having 
been established in 2003, JTAC was 
able to draw upon the expertise and 
share the knowledge of the multiple 
agencies that comprise it; agencies 
that have had extensive experience 
in identifying and mitigating risk for 
previous mega-events. 

The ability to draw upon the 
expertise and capability of world-class 
assessment intelligence agencies as 
part of the broader UK was highly 
advantageous to G2014 security 
planning.

Opening up the risk identifi cation 
process does, however, present some 
challenges to security planning for 
sporting mega-events; particularly those 
of communication and coordination. 
The challenge of coordination relates to 

ensuring that where risk identifi cation 
is contingent on a single contribution 
from one partner there is a robust and 
eff ective mechanism for accountability 
for the delivery of such assessments 
within a specifi ed timeline. 

The key learning point for the future 
hosts of sporting mega-events is to 
integrate fl exibility and accountability 
into the system of risk identifi cation. 
Flexibility must be included to allow 
the inclusion of new risks as they are
 identifi ed by actors and agencies 
throughout the security assemblage. 

Case note: Risk analysis using 
the traffi  c light system 

Accountability is necessary to drive 
the risk mitigation process. This was 
achieved in G2014 through the use 
of risk matrices and prioritisation. 
Accountability for risk mitigation 
within the mixed-economy system 
(as depicted in Figure 1) was 
achieved through the prioritisation 
of risk and the grading of progress 
to mitigate these risks. Each of the 
‘families’ of risk, as manifest within 
the Security Programme Projects, 
were routinely appraised and 
attributed with a status of red, 
amber or green (traffi  c light system), 
depending upon the status of risk 
mitigation.

In the traffi  c light system ‘red’ 
indicates that there is a signifi cant 
barrier to risk mitigation that requires 
immediate attention to ensure 
corrective action is identifi ed, ‘amber’ 
indicates that there is a barrier to 
risk mitigation that requires work to 
ensure corrective action is in place, 
and ‘green’ indicates that there are 
no issues currently experienced and 
work is progressing according to 
plan.

The traffi  c light system presented a 
clear and effi  cient method of 
classifi cation and prioritisation, and 
eased delegation and risk mitigation. 
This system facilitated the ownership 
of risk, the accountability of 
assessment and decision-making, and 
the management of responsibility 
within this oftentimes complex 
network. Importantly, as a mechanism 
to drive forward the risk mitigation 
process the traffi  c light system also 
allowed the transfer of accountability 
to specifi c organisations or agencies 
within the mixed-economy system. 
This structured engagement and 
regular review encouraged 
meaningful dialogue between 
security providers on the level of 
risks and any emergent concerns.

Horizon-scanning is an important 
cross-cutting issue across the key 
learning points from G2014, and in 
particular to those linked to risk 
identifi cation and risk management.
Although linked to the concepts of 
both thinking holistically and fl exibility, 
horizon-scanning is distinct from each 
inimportant ways. Horizon-scanning 
can be understood as a capacity within 
an organisation or network to creatively 
(but realistically) identify potential threats, 
risks, emerging issues and opportunities 
to their collective enterprise, thus 
providing members with the earliest 
opportunity to adequately prepare for 
possible futures. 

The mixed-economy model facilitated 
the provision of horizon-scanning by 
capitalising on the creative thinking 
of the wide-range of actors involved, 
and drew upon the pooled knowledge 
and shared expertise that emerged from 
the development of communities within 
this security network. The diversity of 
actors within this model – and the 
communication between them – helped 
to avoid an ‘echo chamber’ where only 
a small selection of perspectives on 
risk resonated; an approach that would 
have limited the eff ectiveness of 
horizon-scanning.

Horizon-scanning was especially 
important to those actors operating 
within intelligence environments in the 
security response to G2014. Another 
key learning point, therefore, was the 
importance to facilitate – as far as 
possible and practicable – the pooling 
of resources and the sharing of 
intelligence products between relevant 
actors within the security assemblage, in 
order to fully identify potential threats, 
risks, emerging issues and opportunities.

Figure 2: Routine managing of risk in the mixed-economy system

7 RISK IDENTIFICATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
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8 TESTING AND EXERCISING 
SECURITY

Exercising security in advance of an event provides an opportunity 
to test the decision-making of key actors and the eff ectiveness and 
resilience of structures, agencies and processes.

Challenge
Ensuring ‘fi t-for-purpose’ security 
provision, where all actors and 
agencies are aware of their 
capabilities and responsibilities 
should a critical risk emerge.

Learning point
Existing programmes for security 
testing and exercising can, if suitably 
funded, be adapted to provide a 
suitable programme for exercising 
security in advance of a mega-event.

A key learning point from G2014 was the 
importance of testing and exercising 
in ensuring the eff ectiveness the 
mixed-economy security model. 
Exercising security in advance of an 
event provides an opportunity to test 
the decision-making of key actors and 
the eff ectiveness and resilience of 
structures, agencies and processes. 
It also provides an opportunity to plan 
for, and test responses to, emerging risks 
that have not yet previous appeared on 
the threat horizon, and have thus not yet 
been ‘experienced’. Developing a system 
for exercising security was especially 
important for G2014 given that the 

mixed-economy model of security 
provision engaged with a wide-range 
of agencies, working in partnership 
towards common security objectives. 

The system of exercising security in 
advance of G2014 evolved from 
existing structures in Scotland (and 
linked to the wider UK network) and 
capitalised upon the similar work 
undertaken for the London 2012 
Olympic Games. In 2010 the Scottish 
Government provided funding to police 
to design, develop and deliver a series of 
exercises to test, evaluate and improve 
the ability of the force and its partner 
agencies to prepare for, and manage, 
terrorist investigations and incidents. 
This programme was named Mass Point. 

The Mass Point exercise programme was 
then extended in both duration and 
scope – to include other legacy forces 
in Scotland and a non counter-terrorism 
focus for wider resilience issues – as it 
related to the preparations for the 
London 2012 Olympic Games. The 
London 2012 exercising programme 
involved table-top testing and full-scale 
live-play events, ensuring that security 
and safety plans and processes, and 

those involved in their delivery, were 
thoroughly practiced. These activities 
were an addition to the existing level 
of routine exercising that takes place 
across all levels of government and the 
emergency services to test incident 
responses. Given that Glasgow hosted a 
series of Olympic events (football) and 
the training camps of national including 
Namibia and Zambia, Mass Point was 
critical to contributing to, and learning 
from, the security preparations for the 
London 2012. 

Following the London 2012 Olympic 
Games Mass Point thus provided a 
sensible basis – or model – from which 
to develop an exercise programme in 
advance of G2014. As such, in November 
2012 Mass Point was extended once 
more to prepare and test all Scottish 
responders in advance of G2014. 
The delivery of a programme of relevant 
training and exercising in regards to 
safety and security for G2014 in 
partnership with its partner agencies 
and Scottish Government was key to 
this phase of Mass Point.

A key learning point for other cities 
hosting mega-events is therefore to 
develop, from the earliest opportunity, 
a plan for exercising that engages 
all actors and agencies involved in 
security provision with a view to 
addressing any weaknesses in 
planning, response, resourcing, 
interoperability, or resilience.

Case note: developing 
resilience

The ‘resilience community’ in 
Scotland is supported by Scottish 
Resilience Development Service 
(ScoRDS), which aims to provide 

Figure 4: Evolution of G2014 security exercising programme

learning and development to 
enhance the knowledge, skills and 
behaviours required for eff ective 
multi-agency emergency planning, 
response and recovery. As part of 
this remit ScoRDS manages the 
national exercise programme, 
including Mass Point and the UK 
National Offi  ce of Security and 
Counter Terrorism (OSCT) 
programme. ScoRDS also worked 
with partners to develop learning 
and exercising activity to ensure 
Scotland was prepared for G2014. 

Refl ecting the ability to capitalise 
upon the preparations for previous 

mega-events ScoRDS was able to 
off er, through an online learning 
environment, ‘off  the shelf’ exercise 
packages sourced from the security 
planning arrangements for the 
London 2012 Olympic Games. 

Additionally, the Scottish Government 
funded the appointment of a 
National Lessons Coordinator to 
monitor the key multi-agency 
lessons and report back to the 
whole resilience community on how 
those lessons are being addressed.
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9 COMMUNICATIONS

The security provision for G2014 employed 
both traditional and innovative approaches to 
communicating key messages to those who 
would experience the games.

Challenge
Disseminating communications on 
the nature and extent of security 
provision – both proactive and 
reactive measures – between 
security partners and to games 
participants, visitors and local 
communities impacted by the 
games.

Key learning point
Harnessing new technologies and 
developing innovative practices 
enhance communication between 
and within security providers, and 
the public; however, traditional 
approaches remain an important 
bedrock from which new practices 
should be developed.

The security provision for G2014 
employed both traditional and 
innovative approaches to 
communicating key messages 
to those who would experience the 
games. In addition to established 
organisational methods of communi-
cation – such as through a dedicated 
press operations team for media liaison 
– G2014 security actors also sought to 
adopt an approach that recognised 
the importance of communication to 
the security eff ort. For example, Police 
Scotland appointed a Commonwealth 
Games and Major Events Communica-
tions and PR lead, a role that was key to 
devising and leading on internal and 

external engagement and supporting 
the communications around safety 
and security activity with stakeholders. 
This was particularly important given the 
extent of media interest and the impact 
of G2014 security measures on local 
communities in Glasgow.
 
Recent shifts in the media landscape 
have transformed the ways in which 
those responsible for security at 
mega-events can communicate with 
the domestic and international publics. 
Understanding the opportunities 
presented by social media – and in 
particular thorough micro-blogging 
platforms such as Twitter – is vital to 
developing strategies for public 
engagement by security providers.

The use of micro-blogging platforms 
such as Twitter by key security actors 
involved in the provision of security for 
G2014 was sophisticated. The offi  cial 
Police Scotland Twitter account was 
used to communicate key logistical 
information to the public, including 
information on transport, event details 
and required security checks. It was also 
used to provide awareness of policing 
tactics employed during G2014.

Case note: communicating 
Project Servator
Police Scotland’s strategy for the 
provision of security for G2014 drew 
heavily from a suite of tactics – named 

Project Servator – developed by the 
City of London Police from 2012 to 
2014. The City of London Police 
designed Project Servator tactics to be 
‘intelligence-led and unpredictable’, 
not only in time and place but also in 
the composition of deployments.

The implementation of these tactics 
in Scotland involved the staging of 
intelligence-led, high-profi le police 
operations designed to deter and 
disrupt criminals, along with the 
deployment of specially trained 
offi  cers (including those trained in 
behavioural detection), resources and 
CCTV to increase the likelihood of 
correctly detecting any criminal 
activities. Ultimately, the aim of Project 
Servator in Scotland was to create a 
hostile operating environment for 
criminal activity, whilst reassuring the 
public that they could enjoy the Games 
in a safe and pleasant city. Through the 
adoption and implementation of the 
Servator model in Scotland in advance 
of the G2014 Police Scotland was able 
to eff ectively integrate these tactics 
into its planning and operational 
processes.

Police Scotland also recognised the 
importance of communication to its 
adoption of Servator tactics. Senior 
police offi  cers had expressed – through 
the Cross-sector Safety and Security 
Communications (CSSC) Scotland (a 
partnership between the public and 

private sectors in Scotland to facilitate 
the two-way sharing of safety, security 
and resilience information) – the wish 
for private partners to retweet any 
Servator related posts on Twitter. 
Additionally, the Police Scotland 
internal web information system 
(Moodle) site contains a series of 
Commonwealth Games-specifi c 
modules for completion by police 
offi  cers and staff .

In addition to the use of the offi  cial 
Police Scotland accounts – including 
those representing policing at local 
levels – various ‘personal’ accounts of 
G2014 security actors assisted in 
communicating G2014 security messages 
to the public, partners and the media. 
This wider communication network, 
incorporating both formal and informal 
social network channels, off ered a 
unique approach to the use of social 
networking technology. Capitalising on 
the dynamic nature of social media, 
security actors were thus able to react to 
incidents as they arose – such as travel, 

public transport and weather – and 
prevent any security problems before 
they occurred.
 
International sporting mega-events 
have a signifi cant physical impact 
upon the communities and the 
environments within which they 
take place. The security measures that 
must be implemented for such events 
– including, for example, the erection 
of large security fencing, the closing of 
roads, diversion of public transport and 
the restrictions on parking – can have a 
signifi cant eff ect upon the communities 
in which they occur. The G2014 
experience highlighted, through both 
examples of eff ective and ineff ective 
practices, the importance of 
communication to managing 
community expectations and 
relations. It is important to recognise 
that communication in this context 
is a dialogue. Whilst innovative new 
approaches, such as the use of social 
media, can be eff ective in this regard, 
the G2014 experience highlighted the 
ways in which traditional forms of 

communication – the face-to-face 
interaction between security providers 
and the public through formal and 
informal forums – are critical to good 
community relations and the local 
experience of a mega-event.

In addition to the processes of 
communicating with external partners 
and publics, the mixed-economy model 
for security provision raised issues of 
communication between the various 
partner agencies. Refl ecting this 
challenge, an important feature of the 
planning process was the provision of 
dedicated working spaces – both physical 
and virtual – to facilitate multi-agency 
working.
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10 SECURITY LEGACIES 
AND THE AVOIDANCE 
OF ‘SECURITY CREEP’

Mega-events have potential to create lasting legacies through investment in physical 
regeneration and the transformation of urban space through infrastructure and the 
development of sporting venues. Security has also become an important legacy feature 
of mega-events.

Challenge
The resources unlocked by mega- 
event security planning can leave 
a legacy of over-securitisation with 
signifi cant consequences for civil 
liberties.

Learning point
Adoption of a discerning and 
contextually grounded approach 
to security planning and 
implementation.

As global spectacles, mega-events 
provide unique opportunities for host 
locations to achieve regional and/or 
global status, cultural recognition and 
commercial advantage. Mega-events 
have potential to create lasting 
legacies through investment in 
physical regeneration and the 
transformation of urban space through 
infrastructure preparation, and the 
creation of new or improved sporting 
venues, stadia, parks, and housing 
built specifi cally for the event. The 
importance of host cities or countries in 
providing a safe and secure environment 
for the realisation of economic ambition 
and physical transformation means that 
security has become an important 
legacy feature of mega-events. 

Mega-events provide the opportunity 
for host cities to showcase their security 
excellence. They also provide a unique 
opportunity to integrate and develop 
technological, informational and human 
capabilities to deter and detect crime 
and security risk that would otherwise 
not occur (v). 

Security legacies have an impact and 
consequence beyond the duration of 
the mega-event. Security is therefore 
an important feature not only for the 
duration of the mega-event, but also 
in its aftermath, producing a legacy for 
crime prevention, community safety, 
security and regulation.

Mega-events have the potential to 
‘unlock resources’ allowing for the often 
massive expansion of technological 
infrastructure and the deployment 
of manpower on a scale not easily 
matched for domestic crime control 
(vi). Internationally, mega-events have 
become catalysts for the introduction 
of new security technologies, and 
represent a potential indicator of future 
routine practices. Previous mega-events 
in other countries have been important 
in the deepening and legitimising of 
existing security measures, as well as 
introducing new security technologies 
and practices. Such processes – which 
have been referred to as ‘security creep’ 
– have ensured that the legacy of these 
events has sometimes extended to the 
provision of an extensive surveillance 
assemblage (vii). This security creep 
can have potentially signifi cant 
consequences for populations labelled 
as ‘security threats’ once the respective 
mega-events – and the concomitant 
oversight of the international media – 
had concluded and withdrawn.

By drawing upon the core traditions of 
policing in Scotland – and even in the 
context of signifi cant police organisational 
reform throughout the planning process 
– the security provision for G2014 was 
well-placed to prevent forms of 

‘security creep’. Whilst the preparations 
for G2014 involved an extensive liaison 
process with cities that hosted previous 
mega-events, the adoption of security 
policies and practices was discerning. 
A useful example of the awareness of 
the local context was the resistance 
of Scottish security actors towards the 
militarisation of the security response to 
G2014. Two of the most recent Olympic 
Games – the London 2012 Summer 
Olympics and the Sochi 2014 Winter 
Olympics – employed the extensive 
use of surveillance technologies and 
the deployment of military resources in 
and around the Games areas (including 
surface to air missiles in London and 
surveillance drones in Sochi). There were 
also signifi cant concerns expressed by 
civil liberties groups on the extent of 
military and law enforcement surveillance 
of internet traffi  c, and other forms of 
electronic communications, in Sochi. 
By resisting the over-militarisation of 
security provision, and keeping the 
police as the central node of the mixed- 
economy model, Scotland avoided the 
introduction of new technologies that 
could overly-impinge on civil liberties – 
and vulnerable communities – following 
the conclusion of G2014.
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SUMMARY OF LEARNING 
POINTS FROM G2014

CONCLUDING 
REMARKS

1. An integrated ‘mixed-economy’ 
approach to security provision 
with a clear governance structure 
and division of responsibilities 
amongst all actors and agencies 
involved.

2. Early establishment of robust, 
yet fl exible, governance 
structures to provide oversight 
and co-ordination, as well as 
accountability for decision-
making.

3. Decision-making hierarchy 
– ensure clear (and linked) 
decision-making processes for 
strategic planning, managerial 
control and operational control. 

4. Negotiated management – 
approach guided and informed 
by the principles of negotiated 
management, incorporating 
negotiation, consensus and 
interaction.

5. Adoption of a shared vision and 
development of a culture of 
collaboration between all 
partners, as well as a clear frame-
work for each security function. 

6. Robust command and control 
structure.

7. Develop adaptive capacity – 
all security providers must be 
able to adapt their roles quickly, 
particularly in recognition of 
changing risks. 

8. Develop fl exible and innovative 
thinking and practices.

9. Plan, design and implement 
security provision with an awaren
ess of, and sensitivity towards, the 
local political, social and cultural 
contexts within which domestic 
crime control takes place.

10. The creation of a common 
objective and the adoption of 
a normative framework enables a 
clear vision of security provision, 
and facilitates the discerning 
adoption and adaptation of 
practices from elsewhere.

11. Comprehensive identifi cation 
of risk to a mega-event requires 
both experiential knowledge and 
creativity, and thus benefi ts from 
the inclusion of the widest 
possible array of actors in this 
process. 

12. Pooling of resources and the 
sharing of intelligence products 
between relevant actors, in order 
to fully identify potential threats, 
risks, emerging issues and 
opportunities.

13. Procedures of regular review 
and appraisal of ‘families’ of risk; 
review with increasing frequency. 

14. Constant interaction between 
the risk areas, looking at issues, 
threats, resources and 
contingency measures. 

15. Existing programmes for security 
testing and exercising can, if 
suitably funded, be adapted to 
provide a suitable programme 
for exercising security in advance 
of a mega-event.

16. Harnessing new technologies and 
developing innovative practices 
enhance communication 
between and within security 
providers, and the public; 
however, traditional approaches 
remain an important bedrock 
from which new practices 
should be developed.

17. Adoption of a discerning and 
contextually grounded approach 
to security planning and 
implementation.

The security arrangements for the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth 
Games contain several key learning points for other European nations 
involved in planning for sporting mega-events, just as Glasgow was 
able to capitalise upon the advances (and regressions) made by 
predecessors. This report has identifi ed 10 strategic priorities and 
17 key learning points to guide security planning and policy to 
guide mega-event security planning in other jurisdictions, adapting 
them to the local context and circumstances of host regions.

Given the budgetary limitations and political outlook that will 
undoubtedly face any European nation seeking to host a sporting 
‘mega-event’ it is likely that such candidates would adopt a 
mixed-economy approach to security that closely resembles that 
undertaken by Glasgow. When used in conjunction with an appropriate 
exercising programme – one that robustly tests the heterogeneous 
array of actors and agencies involved in the provision of security – this 
mixed-economy model can off er a useful model to adopt and adapt.

15
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